
Info shared by Pitbull SA. 

Manjaro APBT kennel. 

South Africa. 

My Website www.pitbullsa.co.za 
My E mail “manjaro@pitbullsa.co.za” 

My Facebook “Gawie Manjaro” 
My Facebook page “Manjaro Kennel” 

My mobile +27827838280. 
Zello.com “VoIP” – ask for info. 

Manjaro’s studding agreement. 
 

Kennel studding feeR 4500.00. 
The breeding will only be considered to happen at Manjaro kennel. 
The owner of the female dog will have to travel on their own 
expenses to Manjaro kennel (unless otherwise agreed upon),then 
only on a specific pre arrange appointment. 
Studding certificate are available for registering puppies to be. 
 
* Proof of female dog’spedigree (registration) expected beforehand 
and breeding stud pedigree registration given for consideration.                                                                                                             
 
* Breeding only done by whatever Manjaro and you agree on- set 
out signed and dated on this agreement.                                                                                                                      
 
* Stud feeto be paid upfront in full before mating take place.   
 



* A requirement will be … to book such a breeding in advance for a 
specific date or dates. 
 
* The determination of the correct day for successful mating will be 
on onus of the owner of the female dog.                                                                                  
 
* Handling the mating at Manjaro’s -(within and during the first day 
of arrival – then only at daylight hoursbetween +- 07h00 – 1700). 
 
Note!When for whatever reason  - if unsuccessful,the owner of the 
female dog herewith agree it will fulfil Manjaro’s studding 
contractual agreement obligation and no refund for stud fee will be 
offered.                                                     
 
*When needed for whatever the reason – then only if pre-arranged 
between both parties – safe kennel overnight accommodationand 
feeding for the female dogis offered at an additional cost of R 70.00 
per night and paid up front -then for as long as the owner of the 
female dog is prepared to prolong the possibility of the mating. 
 
Again!The determination of the correct day for successful mating 
will be on the owner of the female dog.                                                                                                                
 
Please note! 
With any breedingManjarokennel then also require that Manjaro 
kennel then will have the right to first pick of one pupeither a male 
ora female from the expected litter - in whatever order agreed. 
 
Naming for this pup. 
It will be the privilege of Manjaro’sthat this pup naming and 
registrationwill beon the name of Manjaro kennel e.g. 
The name of the pup will be registered “Manjaro’s El {name chosen 
by Manjaro kennel} and directly on Manjaro kennels name and 
address. 
 



Manjaro kennel will make such a naming decision when the pups is 
2 - 4 weeks old or as otherwise required by the owner of the female 
dog. 
 
Transport expensesfor this pup chosen by Manjaro’s… if any … to the 
account of Manjaro kennel - will then be paid by Manjaro’s.                                                                                                                  
This agreement thus reached will be binding, documented as signed 
by both parties before the breeding take place.                                                       
 
Please note! 
* The interested breeder or handlerof the female dog shouldbe 
present during the mating. 
 
No breeding will otherwise be done - photos will be taken as proof 
and given. 
 
* It will be the interested breeder of the female dogsresponsibility to 
pick up the dog in question or arrange for picking up the female dog 
in questionafter the end of the set matingday as agreed upon… and 
as was arranged (daylight hours - not later than 17h00).                                  
 
* If the dog in question is not picked up– (for whatever the reason) - 
then within 24h from deadline after the arranged mating date or 
days as mutual pre agreed date or agreed period. 
The female dogwill then be considered abandonedby Manjaro’s – 
you the owner of this female dog –by knowing thisthereby give the 
right to Manjaro’s to disperse of the dog in question in any way 
deems fit with no compensation to the owner of the female dog. 
 
* The owner of the female dog is and will be responsible to contact 
Manjaro kennel – stay in touch, and this is not 
Manjaro’sresponsibility to contact the owner of the female dog. 
 
Please note!! 
Not to be disappointed! 



It is mandatory that the female to be mated be fully vaccinated and 
tested and Vet health certified. 
 
Health certification will be needed upfront by Manjaro’s as breeder - 
dated and stamped from a licensed Vet and should pertinently 
indicate a negative for Babasia, Brucellosis, Mange, Herpes and a 
clean bill for no fleas. 
 
* In your preparation period before mating (+- 4 months) it will be 
your responsibility to obtain and produce a health medical Vet 
exam certificatementioned above-to be handed to Manjaro’s up 
front. 
Please see related articles on this Web-siteregarding above 
mentioned health certifications. 
 
“Know about Brucellosis before you breed”. 
Attempted treatment of Brucellosis can mask diagnostic testing 
readings and has been shown to be yet be another important 
contributing factor in the spread of this disease. 
No flea infested animal will be accepted at Manjaro’s.  
Don’t be offended (Please arrange a fresh health clearance 
certification dated 5 days prior to the breeding date.) 
 
* Manjaro’swill and have the right to contact your Vet in question or 
have Manjaro’s Vet contact your Vetif in any doubt after seeing the 
dog in question or then decline my offer for breeding your dog. 
 
* At Manjaro’s we guarantee to provide the opportunityof minimum 
one and maximum two (if possible on the agreed date of breeding) 
studding’s during day one (daylight hours 07h00 – 17h00)  
 
* Manjaro’s will provide photos takenof the breeding … in the 
presence of the owneror handler of the female dog or his 
representative. 
 



* Once the male has mounted the female successfully as stipulatedor 
even with the female is not ready and within the full time frame 
given as agreed spend (07h00 – 17h00) at Manjaro’s (and given the 
opportunity), Manjaro’s duties and obligations regarding this 
agreement have been fulfilled – again >there are no refunds on stud 
fees.   
 
* Important to note! 
That Manjaro’s cannot guarantee a litter – even if the mating was 
successful. 
 
* Proof of previous litters with the stud dog in question and contact 
information for owners of such pupsfathered by this stud dog in 
question will be given and normally such a stud’s offspring will be 
seen at Manjaro kennel yard. 
 
* Any needed overnight kennel accommodationfor the female dog 
(for whatever the reason) then for the bitch dog to be kennelledat 
Manjaro’s must bepre-arranged and paid for by you, the visitor – this 
at R70.00 per night. 
 
* Any other arrangements – like keeping the female dog at 
Manjaro’s for full term (if agreed by both parties) and dam and pups 
up to 6 weeks old at Manjaro’s … can be considered only on pre 
mutual signed agreements. 
 
Stud owner (Manjaro’s) needs to be notified by you the owner of the 
female dog birthing within one week after the puppies due date.                                            
 
That’s it …Gawie Manjaro APBT working dogs - 082 783 8280 
 
 
 
 



Agreement accepted. 
Both parties agree to all conditions in this studding agreement.                                                                                                                            
Manjaro’s breeder’s registration SADBA Reg. A22A/2007 
Stud in question- 
______________________________________SADBA pedigree 
__________ 
Owner of female dog.                                                                                                                            
 
Name of Dam in question  ____________________ pedigree 
registration ________________                                                                                                
Mating date as determined by owner of female dog 
______________________                                                                                                       
 
Owner of female dog’s full name and surname 
_______________________________________  
Address________________________________________                  
City___________________________  Zip_________ 
Province__________________ Phone_________________________ 
E mail ___________________________ 
* Studding fee R4500.00 
 
* Additional terms/ agreements: 
________________________________________________________
_____ 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 
________________________________________________________
____________ 
Owner of female to be mated signature: -------------------------- Date ----
----------------------------- 
Manjaro kennel ………………...................Date……….................................    

 
 


